Meet&connect
Meeting an artist with experience in his sector: benefiting from his epxerience, discussing with peers, meeting new
people and potential collaborator - that's a Meet&Connect!

Phase
Pre-Production, Production,
Post-Production

Subject

» Informal exchanges between peers
» Drink

Method

Past track experience
since 2012

Trainer

Training methods

» Oral presentation
» Q&A
» Informal peer exchanges

Target groups

Objectives

Organisation

Artists, Creative and Cultural
Professions

» Gather the artists
» Promote their interconnection
» Maintain a constructive dialogue
» Collect key information to carry out
a project in the best way possible

SMartBE

Sectors
for all sectors, photography, visual and
graphic arts, music, webdesign, dance,
media, performing arts

Results

Prerequisites

» Widen one's sectoral vision &
knowledge
» Get to know the practices of a
sector better
» Get peer-to-peer support
» Have the opportunity to create new
collaborations

None

Resources

Comments

» Basic equipment (computer, video
projector, flipchart, wifi)
» Chairs in a circle for the informal
talks
» Drinks

Level of experience
for all levels, Beginners, Intermediary,
Experienced

A Meet&Connect can also be on a
specific topic. If there are more
speakers, a round table for each
speaker can be organised, and, at each
round table, a specific aspect of the
sector/topic can be tackled. This
format can also be used to talk a bout
a movie/theatre play/a topic, with one
or more speakers and can take the
shape pf a brainstorming session or a
debate.

Description
Example: Meet&Connect Street Art.
Denis Meyers, artist, talked about his
professional experience. Afterwards,
the participants have the occasion to
discuss with peers and to network.

Content
» Introduction to the sector/the topic
» Presentation by the speaker (his
career, experience, difficulties,
successes, etc.)
» Questions/answers

Evaluations
None

Support material
Powerpoint if wished so by the
speaker

Duration
2h

Participants
up to 20

Course language(s)
Français, Nederlandse, English

it depends on the sector/
thematic

Contact
Sophie Ypersiel

